Logical inference, an integral feature of the Semantic Web, is the process of deriving new triples by applying entailment rules on knowledge bases. The entailment rules are determined by the model-theoretic semantics. Incorporating context of an RDF triple (e.g., provenance, time, and location) into the inferencing process requires the formal semantics to be capable of describing the context of RDF triples also in the form of triples, or in other words, RDF contextual triples about triples. The formal semantics should also provide the rules that could entail new contextual triples about triples.
INTRODUCTION
knowledge base, as a set of RDF triples, can be created using different methods. Existing data from a structured form (e.g., relational databases, text files, XML documents, or HTML pages) can be transformed into RDF with ontologies describing the database schema (e.g., Bio2RDF [8] and PubChem [12] ). A knowledge base can also be created by extracting the triples in the form of (subject, predicate, object) from unstructured data using natural language processing algorithms (e.g., Google Knowledge Vault [11] , Yago2S [17] , and DBpedia [20] ). In either method, each RDF triple in the resulting knowledge bases can be associated and enriched with different types of contextual information, such as the time duration in which the triple holds true, and the provenance specifying the source of the triple.
If a knowledge base is created and maintained by an organization, the knowledge integrity can be validated within that organization. Nowadays, it is commonplace for a knowledge base to be created and shared by anyone on the Web, or in the Linked Open Data. Therefore, we believe that the context of every fact or assertion should be provided for consumers to validate and assess the reliability of the knowledge before using it. The contextual information of a triple may provide the time interval or the time instant when the triple holds true so that the consumers can validate it. It may also provide the Web page or the article where the triple was extracted from, or any provenance information that allows for tracking the origin of the triples so that the consumers can assess the reliability of the triples. Since a fact would not hold true in every context, the context in which a proposition holds true needs to be presented in the knowledge bases so that the proposition can be validated and reused.
Popular knowledge bases currently represent the contextual information of their triples in the RDF quad form. For example, DBpedia [6] , CTD [1] , and GO Annotations [2], NCBI Genes [4], and PharmGKB [5] have the provenance of every RDF triple represented in the quad form. Since the fourth element of the RDF quad is not formalized as firstclass citizen of the current model-theoretic semantics [15] , it cannot be represented in the entailment rules. Therefore, to support the inferences involving contextual information about RDF triples, we believe that the current RDF and OWL semantics should be expanded to allow for the accomodation of contexts of triples as first-class citizens in the model-theoretic semantics and entailment rules.
Motivating Example
Given a statement "Barack Obama is married to Michelle Obama" (T1), and a sub-property relationship between isMarriedTo and isSpouseOf (T2), applying the rule rdfs7 [14] arXiv:1701.05724v1 [cs.AI] 20 Jan 2017
Deriving statements S1. BarackObama is married to MichelleObama in Illinois. S2. BarackObama is married to MichelleObama in USA.
S3. BarackObama became spouse of MichelleObama in Chicago.
S4. BarackObama became spouse of MichelleObama in Illinois. S5. BarackObama became spouse of MichelleObama in USA. To answer these questions, contextual information such as time and location need to be represented, as in "Barack Obama is married to Michelle Obama in Chicago in 1992". Given this contextual statement and the knowledge that Chicago is a city in Illinois, and Illinois is a state in the USA, we as humans can quickly infer many contextual statements which could answer the above questions. Furthermore, we can also infer statements that could be much different from the original statement and from each other. For example, the statements S1 and S5 in Table 1 only share the subject and the object while their relationships and contextual information are totally different, as shown in Table 1 with the inferred information in bold font.
How does a machine become intelligent enough to infer contextual statements as humans do? We address this question by (1) developing an inferencing mechanism that could entail new contextual statements and (2) demonstrating an inferencing process that derives the human-inferred contextual statements from the original statement.
In order for machines to infer contextual statements, we believe that two requirements need to be fulfilled. First, these contextual statements must be represented in machine-understandable form, with explicitly defined semantics for the relationship between the triple and its contextual information. Second, we need an entailment mechanism that takes into account the semantics of the contextual triples about triples so that it can entail the new ones.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no RDF/RDFS inferencing rule that involves RDF contextual triples about triples. Our paper addresses this missing capability.
Approach
The contextual statement "Barack Obama is married to Michelle Obama in Chicago" is used as an illustrative example throughout the paper. We represent this contextual statement and the background knowledge of Chicago in the form of triples as follows:
happenedIn Chicago . T5: Chicago partOf Illinois . T6: Illinois partOf USA . We call T1 a primary triple and T4 a meta triple about location. The primary triple T1 is a regular RDF triple, while the meta triple T4 describes the context in which the primary triple holds true.
Considering the original statement represented in T1 and T4, there is no relationship between the triple "BarackObama isMarriedTo MichelleObama" and its identifier T1. Therefore, there is no relationship between the primary triple T1 and the meta triple T4.
To bridge this gap and fulfill the requirement of representing contextual statements in machine-understandable form as discussed earlier, several approaches such as named graph [9] , RDF reification [14] , and singleton property [22] can be used for representing the relationship between a triple and its identifier. Furthermore, the semantics of the relationship between a triple and its identifier must be captured and expressed as a first-class citizen in the formal semantics. It allows the semantics of the contextual statements to be expressed in the formal model as well as in the logical rules.
Among the existing approaches, the singleton property representation comes with a formal semantics formalizing the relationship between the singleton property and the triple it represents. Meanwhile, although the named graph could be used as a triple identifier, it was not intended to be used for that purpose. Instead, the named graph is mainly used for representing a set of triples. The RDF reification does not have a formal semantics for capturing the relationship between a statement instance and the triple it represents. As a result, we choose the singleton property (SP) representation and use its semantics in our entailment mechanism. Correspondingly, all the knowledge bases available in the form of RDF reification or named graph need to be transformed into the singleton property representation for inference purposes. This paper has two contributions:
• We developed a new entailment mechanism that allows contextual statements, represented in the form of RDF contextual triples about triples, to be the firstclass citizens in model-theoretic semantics as well as in the logical rules. The proposed mechanism is wellformalized with all new concepts for RDF triples about triples (Section 2) being captured by a model-theoretic semantics (Section 3). The formal semantics also allows us to derive a new set of rules that could entail new contextual statements (Section 4.1). We demonstrate how the human-inferred contextual statements in Table 1 can be entailed using the proposed rules (Section 4.2).
• We demonstrated that the proposed entailment mechanism is scalable. We developed a new tool, called rdfcontextualizer, to transform existing knowledge bases from the named graph form to the singleton property representation. We then provide the option to compute all inferred triples using the proposed contextual entailment rules in this tool (Section 5). We evaluated the computational performance in very large realworld knowledge bases with billions of triples such as DBpedia and NCBI Genes (Section 6).
This paper presents the foundational capability. While the location context and simple question answering are used as the illustrative examples, discussions of a broad class of Semantic Web applications such as querying SPARQL with backward-chaining reasoning, streaming reasoning, temporal reasoning, tracking context of inferred triples, and question answering based on extracted knowledge and logical inferences, are beyond the scope of the paper.
The remaining sections are as follows. We present the related work in Section 7. We discuss the future work in Section 8 and conclude with Section 9.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Preliminaries
Here we recall the singleton property concept with its syntax and semantics from [22] .
A singleton property is a specific property instance that represents a unique relationship under a specific context.
For the example at hand, the singleton property isMarriedTo#1 uniquely represents the isMarriedTo relationship between BarackObama and MichelleObama. This singleton property can be asserted with contextual information "in Chicago" about the relationship as follows:
MichelleObama . SP2: isMarriedTo#1 singletonPropertyOf isMarriedTo . SP3: isMarriedTo#1 happenedIn Chicago .
Formal semantics. Here we recall the mapping function IEXT from the current model-theoretic semantics [15] .
A property mapping function IEXT is a binary relation that maps one property to a set of pairs of resources.
Formally, let IP be the set of properties, IR be the set of resources. Then IEXT : IP → 2 IR×IR . A singleton mapping function IS EXT is a binary relation that maps one singleton property to one pair of resources.
Formally, let IR be the set of resources, IPs ⊆ IP be the set of singleton properties. Then IS EXT : IPs → IR × IR.
For example, IS EXT (isMarriedTo#1) = BarackObama, MichelleObama . As the singleton property isMarriedTo#1 is also a property, its property extension is a singleton set, which has only one element. IEXT (isMarriedTo#1) = BarackObama, MichelleObama .
The syntax and the semantics of singleton properties described here are sufficient to allow us to attach contextual information for any RDF individual triple.
Next, we describe how singleton properties can be utilized for developing our inference scheme to infer new triples.
Property Types
A generic property asserts the relationship between the subject and the object without providing additional contextual information about the relationship. This property groups all singleton properties sharing the same characteristics across contexts, and it is connected to a singleton property via the property singletonPropertyOf.
SP2: isMarriedTo#1 singletonPropertyOf isMarriedTo .
In this example, isMarriedTo is a generic property. Here we propose to add the new class GenericProperty to represent the set of generic properties, in addition to the class SingletonProperty from [22] . Any property that is not defined as a singleton property can become generic property. Intuitively, a generic property is mapped to a set of pairs while the singleton property is mapped to a single pair. If a singleton property also plays the role of a generic property, it will occur as the predicate in multiple triples. This contradicts to the definition of the singleton property. Therefore, a singleton property should never be defined as a generic property. In other words, the set of generic properties and the set of singleton properties are disjoint. The two classes SingletonProperty and GenericProperty do not share common instances.
Every generic property is an RDF property, but not every RDF property is a generic property as, for example, it could be a singleton. That makes GenericProperty a sub-class of Property.
rdf:GenericProperty rdfs:subClassOf rdf:Property . rdf:SingletonProperty rdfs:subClassOf rdf:Property .
Every generic property is an instance of the Property class. However, one Property instance may not belong to any of the classes SingletonProperty or GenericProperty. We call this a regular property. In the example at hand, partOf is a regular property.
Although a regular property in some cases may share the same property extension with a generic property, it is necessary to make the clear distinction between them.
Distinguishing property types. Here we distinguish three types of properties: singleton, generic, and regular. We also call them context-associated, context-dissociated, and context-agnostic property, respectively. A singleton property such as isMarriedTo#1 is called context-associated because it can be asserted with contextual information. A generic property, or context-dissociated property such as isMarriedTo, does not have contextual information attached. Finally, a regular property such as happenedIn, instance of Property class, is called a context-agnostic property because it is not yet committed to be associated or dissociated with contextual information.
Triple Types
Similar to the distinction of the property types, here we can also distinguish the type of a triple based on the type of its property. The three types of properties form three types of triples: singleton, generic, and regular triple. A singleton triple is the only triple that has its singleton property occurring as a predicate. A generic triple is a triple that has its predicate asserted as a generic property. A regular triple is a triple that does not have its predicate asserted as a generic or singleton property.
Singleton: BarackObama isMarriedTo#1 MichelleObama .
Generic:
BarackObama isMarriedTo MichelleObama .
Regular:
Chicago partOf Illinois .
Distinguishing triple types based on context. The three types of properties form three types of triples: contextassociated, context-dissociated, and context-agnostic triple. A context-associated triple is a singleton triple that may have contextual information associated with it via its singleton property. A context-dissociated triple is a generic triple that does not have any contextual information associated with it. A context-agnostic triple is a regular triple that is not committed to be associated or dissociated with contextual information.
Contextual triple instantiation
Back to the motivating example, we have the original statement "Barack Obama married to Michelle Obama in Chicago" represented as follows:
T1: BarackObama isMarriedTo MichelleObama . T4: T1 happenedIn Chicago . We utilize the singleton property graph pattern to bridge the gap between the primary triple T1 and its identifier as explained in Section 2.1.
SP1: BarackObama isMarriedTo#1
MichelleObama . SP2: isMarriedTo#1 singletonPropertyOf isMarriedTo .
SP3: isMarriedTo#1 happenedIn
Chicago .
This singleton property graph pattern represents the primary triple T1 and its meta triple T4 by creating a singleton property isMarriedTo#1 and using it as triple identifier for asserting meta triples.
From triple SP2, isMarriedTo#1 is the singleton property and isMarriedTo is a generic property. According to the triple type classification in Section 2.3, T1 is a generic triple and SP1 is a singleton triple. SP1 can be considered as one contextual triple instance of T1. We generalize this relationship between the two triples as follows.
Definition. Let sp be the singleton property of property p and (s, sp, o) be the singleton triple, (s, sp, o) is the contextual triple instance of the generic triple (s, p, o).
How a generic triple (s, p, o) can be derived from the singleton graph pattern will be formalized in the RDF formal semantics described in Section 3.3.
MODEL-THEORETIC SEMANTICS
Mapping Functions
In the formal semantics, we use the concept of function to assign the set of URIs and literals into the set of resources in a model interpretation, and assign each property a set of pairs (subject, object).
Next, we define new mapping functions to be used in the interpretations described later in this section. We reuse the set of singleton properties IPs, the set of properties IP, the mapping function IEXT , and the singleton mapping function IS EXT mentioned in Section 2.1.
Definition. A generic property instance function IG is a binary relation that maps a generic property to a set of its singleton properties.
Formally, let IPg ⊆ IP be the set of generic properties. We define the function IG : IPg → 2 IPs such that IG(pg) = {ps | ps, pg ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf)}. For example, isMarriedTo is a generic property and it has two singleton properties as follows: isMarriedTo#1 rdf:singletonPropertyOf isMarriedTo . isMarriedTo#2 rdf:singletonPropertyOf isMarriedTo .
Definition. A generic mapping function IG EXT is a binary relation that maps a generic property to a set of pairs of resources.
In the example at hand, we have:
Next, we describe model-theoretic semantics using these mapping functions.
For RDF and RDFS, the entailments are determined by the model-theoretic semantics. For an entailment relation X (e.g., RDFS entailment), an RDF graph G is said to X-entail an RDF graph G if each X-interpretation that satisfies G also satisfies G . This definition is completed with a mathematical definition of X-interpretation.
We specify three interpretations: simple, RDF and RDFS by extending the model-theoretic semantics described in [16, 22] . For each interpretation, we add additional criteria for supporting the singleton property and the generic property. While we explain the new vocabulary elements in detail, elements without further explanation remain as they are in the original model-theoretic semantics described in [16, 22] .
Simple Interpretation
In the simple interpretation, we formalize the three types of properties as described in Section 2. We also use the mapping functions described in Section 3.1 to assign each property to a semantic construct.
Given a vocabulary V, the simple interpretation I consists of:
1. IR, a non-empty set of resources, alternatively called domain or universe of discourse of I, 2. IP, the set of properties of I, IS EXT : IPs → IR × IR.
9. IG EXT (pg), the generic mapping function assigning each generic property a set of pairs of resources.
Note that the mapping function IS EXT is not a one-toone mapping; multiple singleton properties may be mapped to the same pair of entities.
RDF Interpretation
In the RDF interpretation, we formalize the definition of singleton property, generic property, and how to derive the generic triple from a singleton graph pattern.
RDF interpretation of a vocabulary V is a simple interpretation I of the vocabulary V ∪ VRDF that satisfies the criteria from the current RDF interpretation [15] and the following criteria:
1. Define a singleton property xs ∈ IPs iff xs, rdf:SingletonProperty I ∈ IEXT (rdf:type I .
Singleton condition
If xs ∈ IPs then ∃! u, v : u, v = IS EXT (xs ), and u,v ∈ IR. This enforces the singleton-ness for the property instances.
3. Define a generic property xg ∈ IPg iff xg, rdf:GenericProperty I ∈ IEXT (rdf:type I ). If x / ∈ IPs, then IPg = IPg ∪ {x}. Any property that is not defined as a singleton property can become generic property.
4. Infer singleton property and generic property (rule rdfsp-1 and rdf-sp-2) xs ∈ IPs and xg ∈ IPg if xs, xg ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ).
A singleton property xs is connected to a generic property xg via the property rdf:singletonPropertyOf. As IG(xg) is the set of singleton properties connected to the property xg, IG(xg) = {xs | xs, xg ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I )}.
Generic mapping extension
If xs, xg ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ), then xs ∈ IPs, xg ∈ IPg, and IS EXT (xs) ∈ IG EXT (xg). IG EXT (xg) is called a generic mapping extension of the generic property xg. IG EXT (xg) = {IS EXT (xs) | xs ∈ IG(xg)}, and IG EXT (xg) ⊆ IEXT (xg).
Generic triple derivation (rule rdf-sp-3)
If u, v = IS EXT (xs), and xs, xg ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ), then u, v ∈ IG EXT (xg). Proof. xs, xg ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ) implies (1): IS EXT (xs) ∈ IG EXT (xg). The combination of u, v = IS EXT (xs) and (1) implies u, v ∈ IG EXT (xg). This shows how the generic triple u, v ∈ IG EXT (xg) can be derived from its singleton graph pattern.
RDFS Interpretation
Here we formalize the connections from a singleton property to its generic property, as well as to other properties such as rdfs:domain, rdfs:range, and rdfs:subPropertyOf. We will reuse the function (from [15] ) ICEXT : IR → 2 IR where ICEXT (y) is called a class extension of y, ICEXT (y) = {x | ∀x ∈ IR : x, y ∈ IEXT (rdf:type I )}. RDFS interpretation of a vocabulary V is an RDF interpretation I of the vocabulary V ∪ VRDF S that satisfies criteria from the current RDFS interpretation [15] 5. Domain of singleton property (rule rdfs-sp-1)
xs, x ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ), x, y ∈ IEXT (rdfs:domain I ), if u, v ∈ IS EXT (xs), then u ∈ ICEXT (y). A singleton property shares the domain with its generic property.
Range of singleton property (rule rdfs-sp-2)
xs, x ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ), x, y ∈ IEXT (rdfs:range I ), if u, v = IS EXT (xs), then v ∈ ICEXT (y). A singleton property also shares the range with its generic property.
Sub-property condition
If x, y ∈ IPg, x, y ∈ IEXT (rdfs:subPropertyOf I ), then IG(x) ⊆ IG(y), and IG EXT (x) ⊆ IG EXT (y).
Sub-property upper bound condition
If y ∈ IPs and x, y ∈ IEXT (rdfs:subPropertyOf I ), then x ∈ IPs and IS EXT (x) = IS EXT (y).
Proof. Since y ∈ IPs, ∃! u, v : u, v = IS EXT (y), and IEXT (y) = { u, v }.
Since x can be mapped to at most one pair of resources, x ∈ IPs, and IS EXT (x) = u, v = IS EXT (y).
9. Sub-property lower bound condition (rule rdfs-sp-4) If x ∈ IPg and x, y ∈ IEXT (rdfs:subPropertyOf I ), then y ∈ IPg.
Proof. Assume that y ∈ IPs, then x ∈ IPs (upper bound condition). We have both x ∈ IPs and x ∈ IPg. This contradicts to the condition IPs ∩ IPg = ∅.
Therefore, y / ∈ IP s, and according to the condition (3) of RDF interpretation, IPg = IPg ∪ {y}, or y ∈ IPg.
Property hierarchy (rule rdfs-sp-3)
If xs, x ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ), and x, y ∈ IEXT (rdfs:subPropertyOf I ), then xs, y ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ).
Proof. xs, x ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ) implies (1): xs ∈ IG(x).
x, y ∈ IEXT (rdfs:subPropertyOf I ) implies (2): IG(x) ⊆ IG(y).
(1) and (2) derive (3): xs ∈ IG(y).
In other words, xs is a singleton property of y, or xs, y ∈ IEXT (rdf:singletonPropertyOf I ).
OWL 2 RDF-based Semantic Conditions
From the RDF-based semantics of OWL 2 Full [23] , we consider the semantic conditions of the OWL classes and properties that are relevant to singleton properties. These semantic conditions belong to the two categories: logical characteristics of the properties, and relations to other properties. We tighten the semantic conditions of these OWL classes and properties to make sure they are valid in the extended semantics, by enforcing more constraints on the generic property and singleton property extensions. The semantic conditions of these properties must be satisfied in the interpretations extended with singleton property semantics.
Let Vp be the vocabulary of OWL classes and properties relevant to singleton properties: Vp = {FunctionalProperty, InverseFunctionalProperty, ReflexiveProperty, IrreflexiveProperty, SymmetricProperty, AsymmetricProperty, TransitiveProperty, inverseOf, equivalentOf}.
Let ps, p s , and p s be the singleton properties of the generic property p, then ps ∈ IG(p), p s ∈ IG(p), p s ∈ IG(p). We define the OWL 2 RDF-based interpretation as follows.
OWL 2 RDF-based interpretation of a vocabulary V is an RDFS interpretation I of the vocabulary V ∪ VOW L that satisfies criteria from the OWL interpretation [23] and the following semantic conditions:
• Functional property. If a property is functional, then at most one distinct value can be assigned to any given individual via this property.
A property p is an instance of owl:FunctionalProperty iff ∀x, y1, y2:
∀ps ∈ IG(p), x, y1 = IS EXT (ps), x, y2 = IS EXT (ps) implies y1 = y2.
• Inverse functional property. An inverse functional property can be regarded as a "key" property, i.e., no two different individuals can be assigned the same value via this property.
A property p is an instance of owl:InverseFunctionalProperty iff ∀x1, x2, y:
(1) p ∈ IP, x1, y ∈ IEXT (p), x2, y ∈ IEXT (p) implies x1 = x2, (2) p ∈ IP g, x1, y ∈ IG EXT (p), x2, y ∈ IG EXT (p) implies x1 = x2, (3) ∀ps ∈ IG(p), x1, y = IS EXT (ps), x2, y = IS EXT (ps) implies x1 = x2.
• Reflexive property.
A reflexive property relates every individual in the universe to itself.
A property p is an instance of the class owl:ReflexiveProperty iff ∀x:
(1) p ∈ IP, x, x ∈ IEXT (p), (2) p ∈ IP g, x, x ∈ IG EXT (p), (3) ∀ps ∈ IG(p), x, x = IS EXT (ps).
• Irreflexive property. An irreflexive property does not relate any individual to itself.
A property p is an instance of the class owl:IrreflexiveProperty iff ∀x:
∀ps ∈ IG(p), x, x = IS EXT (ps).
• Symmetric property. If two individuals are related by a symmetric property, then this property also relates them reversely.
A property p is an instance of the class owl:SymmetricProperty iff ∀x, y :
(1) p ∈ IP, x, y ∈ IEXT (p) implies y, x ∈ IEXT (p), (2) p ∈ IP g, x, y ∈ IG EXT (p) implies y, x ∈ IG EXT (p), (3) ∀ps ∈ IG(p), x, y = IS EXT (ps) implies ∃p s ∈ IG(p), y, x = IS EXT (p s ).
• Asymmetric property. If two individuals are related by an asymmetric property, then this property never relates them reversely.
A property p is an instance of the class owl:AsymmetricProperty iff ∀x, y :
• Transitive property. A transitive property that relates an individual a to an individual b, and individual b to an individual c, also relates a to c.
A property p is an instance of the class owl:TransitiveProperty iff ∀x, y, z :
• Inverse property. The inverse of a given property is the corresponding property with subject and object swapped for each property assertion built from it.
(p1, p2) ∈ IEXT (owl:inverseOf
∀ps ∈ IG(p1), ∀p s ∈ IG(p2), IS EXT (ps) = x, y , IS EXT (p s ) = y, x .
• Equivalent property. Two equivalent properties share the same property extension.
(p1, p2) ∈ IEXT (owl:equivalentOf I ) iff
∀ps ∈ IG(p1), ∃p s ∈ IG(p2) : IS EXT (ps) = IS EXT (p s ).
CONTEXTUAL INFERENCES
In the RDF, RDFS, and OWL 2 Full interpretations, we have proved several deduction rules in Section 3. Here we present a set of these rules in Section 4.1 and demonstrate how these rules can be applied to derive the inferred statements described in the motivating example in Section 4.2.
Contextual Entailment Rules
The three following rdf-sp rules are derived from the RDF interpretation.
u rdf:singletonPropertyOf v . u rdf:type rdf:SingletonProperty .
(rdf-sp-1) u rdf:singletonPropertyOf v . v rdf:type rdf:GenericProperty .
(rdf-sp-2) u rdf:singletonPropertyOf v . x u y . x v y .
(rdf-sp-3)
The four rdfs-sp rules are derived from the RDFS interpretation. (rdfs-sp-3)
x rdf:type rdf:GenericProperty . x rdfs:subPropertyOf y . y rdf:type GenericProperty .
(rdfs-sp-4) u rdf:singletonPropertyOf x . x rdfs:subPropertyOf y . y rdf:type GenericProperty .
(rdfs-sp-5)
The rule rdfs-sp-5 can easily be drived by combining the two rules rdfs-sp-3 and rdf-sp-2. Similar to the property rdfs:subPropertyOf, here we also provide the rules for the owl:equivalentOf.
u rdf:singletonPropertyOf x .
x owl:equivalentOf y . u rdf:singletonPropertyOf y .
(owl-sp-1)
x rdf:type GenericProperty . x owl:equivalentOf y . y rdf:type GenericProperty .
(owl-sp-2) u rdf:singletonPropertyOf x . x owl:equivalentOf y . y rdf:type GenericProperty .
(owl-sp-3) If x owl:equivalentOf y then (1) x rdfs:subPropertyOf y and (2) y rdfs:subPropertyOf x.
The above three owl-sp rules can be derived easily by combing this rule and the rules rdfs-sp-3, rdfs-sp-4, and rdfssp-5, respectively.
Contextual Inferencing
Back to the motivating example, from the contextual statement "BarackObama is married to Michelle Obama in Chicago", we as humans can infer a list of statements (S1 to S5) as shown in Table 1 . Here we demonstrate step-by-step how to infer statements S1 to S5 from the original statement.
Our initial knowledge base includes the singleton property graph pattern representing the original contextual statement and the background knowledge as follows:
T2
: isMarriedTo subPropertyOf isSpouseOf .
T5:
T6:
Illinois partOf USA .
Assume that we also have a partOf-rule that, if x happened in a place y which is a part of a bigger place z, then x also happened at the place z.
x happenedIn y . y partOf z .
x happenedIn z .
(partOf-rule)
We start by applying the partOf-rule on the triples SP3 and T5, we obtain the triple SP4.
SP 4 : isMarriedTo#1 happenedIn Illinois . The singleton triple pattern including triples SP1 and SP2 derives the statement "Barack Obama is married to Michelle Obama" according to rule rdf-sp-3. Combining three triples SP1, SP2, and SP4 will derive the contextual statement S1 "Barack Obama isMarriedTo Michelle Obama in Illinois".
Re-applying the partOf-rule on the triples SP4 and T6, we obtain the new triple SP5.
SP 5 : isMarriedTo#1 happenedIn USA .
Similar to S1, the combination of triples SP1, SP2, and SP5 derives the contextual statement S2 "Barack Obama isMarriedTo Michelle Obama in USA".
Next, if we apply the rule rdfs-sp-3 on the triples SP2 and T2, we obtain the new triple SP6.
SP6: isMarriedTo#1 singletonPropertyOf isSpouseOf .
Applying the rule rdf-sp-3 on the triples SP1 and SP6 derives the statement "Barack Obama isSpouseOf Michelle Obama".
The combination of the triples SP1, SP6, and SP3 will derive the contextual statement S3 "Barack Obama isSpouseOf Michelle Obama in Chicago".
Similarly, combining the triples SP1, SP6, and SP4 will derive the contextual statement S4 "Barack Obama isSpouseOf Michelle Obama in Illinois".
The combination of SP1, SP6, and SP5 derives the contextual statement S5 "Barack Obama isSpouseOf Michelle Obama in USA". Therefore, we have shown how the contextual statements S1 to S5 can be inferred in our approach.
IMPLEMENTATION
Here we explain how we compute all inferred triples using the proposed entailment rules for existing knowledge bases in two steps. First we describe how we transform the existing knowledge bases into the singleton property representation in Section 5.1. Then Section 5.2 describes how all the proposed rules are computed for every triple in the resulting knowledge bases.
Transforming Representation
As we discussed earlier in Section 1, knowledge bases like DBpedia and Bio2RDF represent the contextual information such as provenance in the form of a quad. Before computing the inferred triples for these datasets, we need to prepare the knowledge bases by transforming them to the singleton property representation.
Given any quad in the form of (s, p, o, g), we transform it to the singleton property representation by creating a singleton property (spi, singletonPropertyOf, p) and asserting the singleton triple (s, spi, o) . We use the property wasDerivedFrom from the PROV ontology [19] to represent the provenance of the triple (spi, prov:wasDerivedFrom, g). The singleton property URIs are constructed by appending a unique string to the generic property URI, with an incremental counter for the unique number in the whole dataset.
We developed a Java 8 tool, called rdf-contextualizer, to transform any RDF datasets from the quad representation to the singleton property. We took advantages of the Jena RIOT API [7] with high throughput parsers for parsing an input file from any RDF format and generating a stream of RDF quads. For each quad stream, we created a pipeline of streams for converting each quad to the singleton property representation, shortening triples to Turtle format, and writing them to gzip files though buffer writers. As each stream is handled by a separate thread, we can utilize the CPU resources, especially the ones with multiple cores, by creating multiple threads for parsing multiple files concurrently.
We validated the syntax of the output datasets by writing an analyzer to parse the output files and also generate the statistics reported in Section 6.3.
Computing Inferred Triples
Running all contextual entailment rules on every singleton triple produces at least two more triples (rdf-sp-1 and rdfsp-3). The number of inferred triples goes up to multi-billion with datasets like DBpedia and Bio2RDF. That amount of inferred triples cannot fit an in-memory reasoner such as Jena [10] . The proposed entailment rules can also be computed in the reasoners with the support for user-defined rules such as Oracle [25] . However, for the rules generating a large number of inferred triples, optimization is necessary as Oracle has optimized the computation of large number of inferred triples for owl:sameAs [18] . Without taking such optimization step in the existing engines, it is time-consuming to query the rule patterns and insert the inferred triples to the store because the insert query is always expensive. Therefore, the proposed contextual entailment rules may not be best computed in the existing engines without taking the optimization step.
To demonstrate that the computation of the proposed rules can be scalable with proper optimization, we implemented our engine in the tool rdf-contextualizer. Since the proposed rules can be applied to each triple independently, we can pass the triples to concurrent tasks. While transforming the RDF quads to the singleton property representation, we added an optional inferring task in the stream pipelines to compute the proposed rules for every triple. The time difference between the runs with and without the -infer option would be the run time for inferring triples added to the overall process.
EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of computing inferred triples from the proposed rules on a large scale by using the tool rdf-contextualizer on real-world knowledge bases.
Experiment Setup
We use a single server installed with Ubuntu 12.04. It has 24 cores, each core is Intel Xeon CPU 2.60GHz. We use two disks, one SSD 220GB for storing input datasets, and one HD disk 2.7T for writing the output. This server has 256GB of RAM, however, we limit 60GB for each Java program.
Datasets
We downloaded and used the ontologies and RDF quad datasets from DBpedia [6] and four Bio2RDF datasets including NCBI Genes [4], PharmGKB [5], CTD [1], and GO Annotations [2] in our evaluation. We chose these quad datasets because they are large and widely-used with high impact in the community. For Bio2RDF datasets, we also downloaded the Bio2RDF mapping files [3]. We reported the number of RDF quads per dataset in the first and second columns of Table 2 . The dataset identifier is taken from the first 3 letters of its name.
We observed that there were too many duplicate quads among the files within each dataset. We also believe that the duplicates may be created on purpose. Each of these datasets has a number of files and each file contains a number of RDF quads for a topic. For example, NCBI Genes dataset has one file for all genes belonging to one species. Therefore, we keep these datasets in the original version and created a new version for each dataset with all duplicates being removed. We removed the duplicates by 1) concatenating all files into a single file, 2) splitting this file into multiple smaller files, 3) sorting each small file, and 4) merging all the sorted files into a single file. The third column of Table 2 shows the number of unique quads per dataset after removing the duplicates.
We then generated the singleton property version of each dataset by running the tool rdf-contextualizer with and without the -infer option. We ran each dataset version at least 3 times and reported the average results in Section 6.3.
The tool rdf-contextualizer and the materials used in this paper are publicly available for reproducing the experiments 1 .
Results
We consider four dimensions in our evaluation: number of triples, number of singleton triples, run time, and disk space. In all figures, the series Reasoning stands for running the tool with -infer option and No-Reasoning stands for running the tool without -infer option. Running the NoReasoning option provides the results as the baseline cost. The differences in the results between the NoReasoning and Reasoning versions are the extra cost estimated for the computation of the inferred triples. We run the tool on two versions of datasets. The series with Dup denotes the datasets with duplicate quads and the series with Unique denotes the datasets with all duplicates being removed.
Combining the two options: with vs. without -infer and with vs. without removing duplicates, each evaluating dimension has four cases: Reasoning-Dup, Reasoning-Unique, NoReasoning-Dup, and NoReasoning-Unique. Figure 1 shows the total number of triples of each dataset in four cases.
Number of Inferred Triples
In general, the Reasoning cases contain larger number of triples than the NoReasoning cases, from 66.7% to 96.67%. For example, the Reasoning-Dup version of NCBI genes, the largest dataset, contains about 8 billion inferred triples (66.67%) more than the NoReasoning-Dup version. Similarly, the Reasoning-Unique version of NCBI genes contains about 4 billion inferred triples more than the NoReasoning-Unique version. Some other datasets have their number of inferred triples higher than 66.67%. For example, the Reasoning-Unique version of CTD contains about 950 million inferred triples (96.67%) more than the NoReasoning-Unique version.
Between the Dup and Unique versions, the Reasoning-Dup versions contain 50% (NCBI Genes), 32% ( DBpedia), 86% (CTD), 35% (PharmGKB) and 63% (GOA) more triples than the corresponding Reasoning-Unique versions.
Number of Inferred Singleton Triples
Resulted from the inference rules involving property hierarchy in the schema, the number of inferred singleton triples varies across datasets as shown in Figure 2 since they have different schema. For example, since NCBI Genes dataset does not have property hierarchy, the number of singleton triples remains the same in both version Reasoning and NoReasoning. Meanwhile, CTD dataset inferred 194 million singleton triples (30%) for the Reasoning-Dup version and 148 million singleton properties (45%) for the Reasoning-Unique version.
Disk Space
Generally speaking, for every RDF quad, we generated 3 triples for NoReasoning version and at least 5 triples for the Reasoning version. That makes the overall number of triples of each SP dataset increase up to 3-5 times compared to the number of quads of the corresponding named graph dataset. Consequently, the disk size of one SP dataset could be 3-5 times more than the disk size of its corresponding named graph dataset. This is the case in which the triples of SP datasets being serialized into the N-Triple format. For very large datasets like DBpedia and NCBI Genes, we do not recommend this N-Triple serialization since the unzipped files may require disks with tetrabyte capacity.
RDF Turtle format is more compact than the N-Triple format, especially with very large datasets. Since our approach enables data to be represented in the RDF triple form, we chose the Turtle format to serialize the triples to files. It allows us to arrange the triple order so that we can shorten the strings of triples sharing subject, or subject and predicate. For shortening the URIs in the Turtle format, we compiled a list of prefixes used in these datasets. Thanks to this compact representation, comparing to the NoReasoning-Dup version, the Reasoning-Dup version only adds 15-25% more space for 66.7-96.97% more number of triples (Figure 3 ). Figure 4 shows the run time execution for all four cases of each dataset. GO Annotations dataset, took 11 minutes for 480 million triples of NoReasoning-Dup version and 13 minutes for 796 million triples of Reasoning-Dup version. In other words, it added 2 minutes to the overall process to infer 316 million triples. NCBI Genes, the largest dataset, took 232 minutes for 12 billion triples of NoReasoning-Dup version and 274 minutes for 20 billion triples of Reasoning-Dup version. In terms of percentage, the Reasoning-Dup versions of these datasets add 14-19% run time for inferring 66.7-96.67% of the total number of triples in the NoReasoning-Dup versions. This shows that the inferencing time is quite small and practical. We plot the size of the datasets and the time execution in the same chart to show the correlation between them. Figure 5 shows that when the size of the datasets increases, the time execution for both Reasoning and NoReasoning case also increases almost linearly to the size of the dataset. This figure also shows that for the same number of triples, the Reasoning versions take shorter run time than the NoReasoning versions. This is reasonable because for generating the same amount of triples, the time it takes for the NoReasoning versions to parse content from files and serialize the output to files is longer than the time it does for the Reasoning version to infer the triples. Figure 6 plots the time execution and the number of inferred triples. It also shows the run time is linear to the number of inferred triples.
Run Time
These results are consistent with our Java stream-based implementation. Since each triple can be processed independently, a set of triples can be passed to multiple streams for concurrent processing instead of sequential processing. Multi-core CPUs are also utilized for processing multiple files concurrently.
Overall Remarks
Between the Reasoning and NoReasoning versions, the results show that the numbers of triples of the Reasoning versions are higher than the number of triples in the NoReasoning versions from 66.7% to 96.67%. In terms of number of inferred singleton triples, the Reasoning versions produce up to 45% of the number of singleton triples in the NoReasoning version. In terms of disk space, the Reasoning versions require 15-25% of disk space of the NoReasoning version. Last but not least, the Reasoning versions added 14-19% run time to the overall process.
Between the Dup and Unique versions, the results show that the number of triples, number of singleton triples, the disk space, and the run time reduce significantly (up to 50%) in the Unique versions.
RELATED WORK
Representing and querying contextual information about triples has received significant attention, and several approaches have been proposed. We can classify these approaches into three categories: triple (reification, singleton property), quadruple (named graph), and quintuple (RDF+ [24] ). However, logical inferences with contextual information about triples remain largely underdeveloped due to the lack of a model-theoretic semantics that would determine entailment rules. Without such a model-theoretic semantics, we can make up some rules using the syntax of RDF reification to simulate our proposed rules. Nevertheless, these syntactical rules are not logically valid since they are neither logically derived from nor proven in a model-theoretic semantics. Therefore, we chose the singleton property approach over other approaches to develop the proposed inferencing mechanism mainly because it comes with a formal semantics. To the best of our knowledge, our proposal is the first one to provide the model-theoretic semantics with entailment rules that enables the entailment of new contextual triples about triples.
The stream reasoning [21] where the temporal dimension is not represented directly in RDF may benefit from our work as it allows the temporal dimension to be incorporated within the RDF syntax. The temporal RDF [13] incorporates temporal reasoning into RDF using reification. This temporal RDF may take advantages of singleton property semantics as temporal information can be incorporated into RDF through singleton properties instead of reification.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Applications. We have implemented and evaluated the proposed rules with the forward-chaining inferences in this paper. The backward chaining inferences with the proposed rules can be implemented in the reasoners. They can also be implemented in the triple stores for answering SPARQL queries based on the triples inferred from the proposed rules. We also believe that the proposed inference mechanism will benefit several applications, such as streaming reasoning, temporal reasoning, tracking context of inferred triples, and question answering based on extracted knowledge and logical inferences.
Performance. Performance is the real challenge for Semantic Web reasoning in general, and also for the proposed inferencing mechanism, especially on the Web scale. Inferred triples can be computed by SPARQL INSERT query to find the rule patterns and insert the matching triples to triple stores. However, this approach is not scalable as insert query is costly. Computing the inferred triples on a large scale requires the reasoners to be optimized. Since the singleton pattern is fixed, it can be indexed for faster retrieval. Furthermore, our evaluation shows that parallelizing the computation such as using the stream-based pipelines would also improve the performance for existing reasoners.
OWL 2. We have studied RDF-based semantics of the OWL 2 Full and obtained initial results on its compability with the semantics we proposed here because they are based on the model theory. We believe that the contextual inferences can also be applicable to OWL 2 DL and OWL 2 direct semantics. However, we need to extend the semantics of these OWL 2 profiles with new semantic constructs in order to accomodate the proposed conceptual model.
Formal studies. Incorporating these contextual information into RDF triples would enable several logics such as temporal reasoning, geological reasoning, and provenance reasoning to be studied and applied in these knowledge bases. Logical reasoning tasks such as consistency checking, classification, subsumption, or deriving new knowledge would allow more intelligent systems to be developed, especially on the Web scale.
CONCLUSION
We have presented our inferencing mechanism that allows contextual statements, in the form of RDF contextual triples about triples, to be reasoned with. Our proposed mechanism is theoretically sound and computationally scalable. Our model-theoretic semantics represents the contextual statements as first-class citizens and enables them to be inferred with the proposed entailment rules. We also demonstrated the feasibility and scalability of computing inferred triples using the proposed entailment rules in various real-world knowledge bases.
